Proteomic approaches in myeloid leukemia.
After human genome is decoded, the characterization of the proteins is the next challenging task. The study of the complete protein complement of the genome, the 'proteome' referred to as proteomics, is an important tool for the identification of new therapeutic targets. Research efforts are underway to develop the technology necessary to compare the specific protein profiles of diseased versus healthy states. These technologies provide a wealth of information by rapidly generating large quantities of data. These data can be useful for predictive mathematical descriptions of biological systems for rapid identification of novel therapeutic targets and identification of biomarkers in metabolic disorders. In recent years, using proteomics, we and others have identified various interacting as well as target proteins, PTMs and protein markers in myeloid leukemia. This review summarizes the usage of proteomics in recent years as an important technique in defining the proteome of myeloid leukemia, which has helped in elaborate understanding of the disease and has provided new avenues for developing better therapeutics.